the complete corpus of all tales in one collection and also included the critical apparatus. Hunt's is unique among English translations: it is a remarkably uninflected rendering, which does not shy away from sensitive topics and the depiction of sexuality, violence and profane material.'^ In this she differs markedly from all other nineteenthcentury translations, which took care not to offend the children's reading market where fairy tales were considered for a large part of the century as morally dubious and insufficiently didactic reading matter.' English translations of the KHM inserted the German tales into the context of English children's literature, adapting the tales to its genre conventions and often casting them in the tradition of established subgenres, such as the moral story or, later in the century, the adventure story. Translating the KHM as children's literature also introduced a more consciously socialising framework in which the representation of male and female characters was made to conform to norms of nineteenthcentury gender expectations.T his article will draw on the textual analysis of all eight nineteenthcentury translations of 'Dornroschen', known today in the international canon as 'Sleeping Beauty'.' This tale lends itself particularly well to a study of gender behaviour, not only because the story revolves around the infraction of an interdiction (the paradigm of female curiosity), but also because it involves such a range of different gender roles, which are articulated across sex, age and class. In addition, the story contains a number of 'rich' points, where tensions exist between expectation and behaviour and where characters appear to transgress the norms of what is considered appropriate gender conduct. Amongst other issues, these involve the dubious circumstances in which the queen learns that she has, at last, conceived a child, the king's responsibility for bringing about the curse on his daughter, the representation of the 'good' fairies and the 'bad' fairy, and the parents' neglect of their daughter on the crucial day. While the German text also shows uncertainties around the depiction of these moments (there is continuous editing across the seventeen editions), a detailed textual study of the English translations shows that they are far more interventionist in the way they deal with these ambiguous elements. There is a clear trend to render all male and female characters in such a way that they conform to normative nineteenth-century gender characteristics.
The king, for example, is exonerated from all responsibility for his daughter's fate in various ways. In the German text, the thirteenth fairy curses the young princess because she had not been invited to the feast the king had ordered in his joy over the birth of his daughter. But because he had only twelve plates, and there were thirteen wise women in his kingdom, he decided that one of them had to stay at home. In the majority of the nineteenth-century English translations, this implied lack of paternal care, and even more importantly, lack of foresight, is perceived as highly problematic and the passage is revised in such a way that the king cannot be held responsible for the decision not to invite all the fairies. Strategies range from abstract phrasing, which glosses over the king's responsibility and weakens his link to the fateful invitation, to more interventionist additions and deletions on the source text meanings and even a shifting of motivation.
Edgar Taylor's 1823 translation is an example where the exoneration is achieved through abstract phrasing in the target text. The simple German 'konnte er eine nicht einladen' {KHM, 1819:177), which can be translated as 'he could not invite one of them', is rendered as 'he was obliged to leave one of the fairies without an invitation' (Taylor, 52). The grammatical shift from active to passive voice suggests that the king's decision is to some extent determined by other factors, outside his control; this is reinforced by the lexical choice 'obliged' which also implies that he is acting against his better judgement. Matilda Louisa's 1855 translation uses a similar strategy. The clauses which deal with the lack of plates and the sending out of invitations are restructured into a gerund and an impersonal passive: 'but having only twelve golden plates, invitations were only sent to that number'. (Davis, 193) This removes the king as subject from these phrases and results in a shift of responsibility by concealing the agent responsible for the invitation.
A more pronounced intervention can be found in Mrs This restructuring removes the reason why only twelve of the thirteen fairies are invited and avoids spelling out the consequences of this limited invitation. The place setting of the twelve golden plates becomes an entirely redundant detail and the tone of the passage is brisk, authoritative and, unlike the source text, gives no sense of the king's doubts or failure, or even that the limited invitation is fateful.
The most explicit strategy is to separate the king completely from any involvement and to shift responsibility for the fateful invitation to the fairies to another character. In Taylor's 1839 revised translation, it is the queen who is to blame, while it is the thirteenth fairy in an anonymous translation of 1853. Here the exclusion of the uninvited fairy is rationalised in a circular argument by introducing a shift in the motivation for the invitation, which ultimately makes her responsible. In this translation a qualified invitation is issued: only those 'wise women who are kind and affectionate to children' (Wehnert, 243) are invited. When the excluded fairy attends the feast in a rage and utters the curse that the child will die on her fifteenth birthday, she proves that she does not qualify as 'kind and affectionate to children' and that she therefore should quite rightly not have been invited. The fault is her own, the reason for her exclusion lies in her nature; the king's decision not to invite her was right and his judgement is shown to be superior.
Showing the king to be in control of the situation is an important element in the English translations. In line with nineteenth-century conceptions of manliness which were in the process of being constructed and were mediated through the public schools and children's literature, he and the prince acquire 'manly' traits such as rational decisionmaking, patience, authority, rationality, control over themselves and others.* The king's emotional responses to his daughter illustrate the different attitudes regarding the extent to which men can be seen to express feelings, or even have them, in the German source texts and the English target texts. In the German texts, the king's reaction to the birth of his daughter is highly emotional and this is increased in the editorial process. In the first edition of 1812, the king is 'so pleased' {so erfreut, 107) that he orders a feast. From 1819 onwards, his joy is so great that he loses control of his faculties, even to some extent his reasoning faculties. Similarly, when the curse and its mitigation have been announced, in the German source text everybody is shocked and frightened, and these reactions are intensified in the course of the editing. The English translations again tone them down and in some instances take care to separate the king from the rest of the company in this expression of fear. Paull's translation goes even further in its attempt to present the king as entirely rational, completely in control of any emotion and possessed of calm decision-making and foresight. In his attempt to protect his child from the curse (that his daughter should pierce herself on a spindle and fall into a one-hundred-year sleep), the German king immediately orders the destruction of all spindles in his realm. However, Paull shifts the point at which the father takes this decision away from the moment of the curse to the time fifteen years later when the curse is supposed to strike. Grimm Instead of a panic-stricken, emotionally determined response, the king's delayed reaction in Paull's translation demonstrates his manly ability to rise above the situation, assess the danger and issue appropriate orders when necessary.
The ability to wait and a capacity for rational deliberation are also traits evident in the portrayal of the saviour-prince in Paull's version. In the German source text and all other English translations, the prince immediately sets out to breach the hedge of thorns once the old man has told him of the sleeping princess in the castle hidden among the thorns. Paull's phrasing and narrative structuring, however, suggest an interval:
The prince, when he heard his grandfather talk of the fate of former princes who had tried to force their way through the hedge of thorns, and how they were caught by the bushes, and died a miserable death, would say, 'It matters not to me, I have no fear; I am determined to discover this beautiful May Blossom.' The good old man gave up attempting to dissuade the wilful prince, and said no more.
Just at this time the hundred years had nearly come to a close, and the day at last arrived for May Blossom to be awaked from her long sleep. On this very day the prince started on his enterprise. (195) Together with a concern to show dominant male characters in control of their emotions (the prince, for example, is not directly inspired by the princess's beauty to kiss her as he is in some editions of the German source text), issues of authority and power are also evident. Most English translations are keen to establish the king's sovereignty by introducing phrases which accentuate this aspect. Lexical choices show a preference for directive verbs such as 'ordering' (Wehnert, 243; Hunt, 197), 'ordaining' (Crane, 204) or 'proclaiming' (Davis, 193) rather than 'arranging a feast' ('ein [...] Fest anstellte', 1819:176; 1857:257); for inserting additional references to the king's 'dominions' where the source text is unspecific (Davis, 193); and for insisting on the personal pronoun to link objects and persons to the king where the German uses the definite article (Davis, . When the king 'gave the order' {liefi den Befehl ausgehen, 1819:177; 1857:258) for the destruction of the spindles, this is reinforced in several of the English translations: 'issued an order directing' (Cunningham, 284), 'issued a decree commanding' (Wehnert, 244), 'issued a decree ' (PauU, 193) . Davis is particularly expansive, adding a clause to the order to destroy the spindles: the king also 'appointed officers to see it carried out' (Davis, 194).
Female characters, on the other hand, are infantilised, restricted to the female sphere of house, garden and nursery (again in explicit interventions which contradict the source text), are over-emotional and irrational, and cannot judge long-term implications. This applies to all female characters but I will concentrate here on the representation of the fairies. In the German, these are powerful, semi-divine beings who have the power over life and death and as 'wise women' {weise Frauen) are related to the Norns or Fates of Nordic and Greek myth respectively. In the English translations, these mythic powers are humanised, domesticated and in some translations associated with the nursery and its trivialities. Five of the nine translations do not refer to them as 'wise women' but render this as 'fairies', a term which, especially in the first half of the nineteenth century, was closely associated with the saccharine flower fairies of didactic and moral tales who not only were much smaller but were also representations of female virtues such as patience or meekness. With this loss in stature and the loss of 'wisdom' as an explicit attribute in their name, the fairies are further portrayed in some translations as rather silly and prone to feminine competition. In his revised version of 1839, Taylor has them wear exaggerated fashions, 'each with a high red cap on her head, and red shoes with high heels on her feet, and a long white wand in her hand' (Taylor, 28). Cunningham's 1828 translation foregrounds the family context by presenting all the fairies as 'sisters'. In addition, the relationship between these sisters is drawn in terms of competition, rather like the competitiveness amongst children in the nursery. Cunningham expands the twelfth fairy's direct speech and has her condemn the immaturity of 'her spiteful sister' (Cunningham, 284). Nursery associations are also prominent in Davis's rendering when she translates the passage where the twelfth fairy mitigates the death curse as 'apply[ing] some remedy against the effect of the thirteenth fairy's decree' (Davis, 193) . This calls to mind a mother's reaction to a simple childhood hurt, more closely associated with sticking a plaster on a superficial injury than with responding to the threat of death and having the power to overcome death.
Narrative logic requires the mitigation of the curse by one of the fairies, and none of the translations goes so far as to assign this feat to another character; nevertheless, the English versions are reluctant to allow a representation of the fairies as supreme beings and downgrade any manifestation of their power through the lexical choices made. Their 'magic gifts' {Wmdergaben, 1819:177; 1857:257) are rendered as 'fairy gifts', for example, by Paull (1872, 193) , 'best gifts' by Taylor (1823:52), or 'wonderful gifts' (Cunningham, 283; Wehnert, 243; Paull, 193; Crane, 204). The last, although a close rendering, does not have the primary connotations of power and the supernatural that the German Wundergaben has. As a further strategy to minimise their presence and influence in the text, the fairies are backgrounded through the use of indirect speech instead of the direct speech in the German source texts. Mdrchen (fairy tales) are simple narrative forms in which dialogue is highly ritualised and direct speech only occurs at crucial moments, uttered by important characters. In her study of the distribution of direct speech in the KHM, Ruth Bottigheimer has shown how good female characters are increasingly silenced, with indirect speech or narratorial summary replacing their direct utterances.' Negative female characters, on the other hand, retain their direct speech to some extent but, in contrast to male characters, for them it is a measure of their evil. This is a pattern which can also partly be traced in the English translations. While it is only in Taylor's versions (1823:52-3; 1839:29) that the twelfth fairy loses her direct voice for the mitigation, most translations emphasise the loudness, anger and disturbing presence of the thirteenth fairy.
In the German source texts, the anger of the thirteenth fairy is presented, at least in the early editions, as justified. She has extended direct speech in which she explains why she has come to curse the child. In later editions, this direct justification is replaced by narratorial summary and the extent of her justification is reduced. Nevertheless, there remains a sense of the injustice done her and that she is acting, if not in an entirely justified way, then at least in a way that is understandable given the circumstances. In the translations, this double perspective, which shows the thirteenth fairy in a rational light, is removed. She is represented as over-emotional and irrational, and her reaction as unjustified, when her anger is ridiculed by translating the offence which had caused it as a trivial 'affront' (Davis, 193) or as 'disrespect' (Cunningham, 284). While the cause for her behaviour is thus minimised, at the same time her reaction to it is increased: in Cunningham she is 'greatly incensed' (284), Wehnert shows her in a 'tremendous passion' (244), while she is 'burning to revenge herself in Crane (204). In the German, she wants to revenge herself for her exclusion ('wollte sich [...] rachen', 1857:257^. As a result, the thirteenth fairy's behaviour is delegitimated; she transgresses expectations of how women were expected to behave by not accepting with good grace her exclusion from the feast. Advice given to women by influential conduct book writers counselled that a woman proved herself a 'rational being' if she bore 'provocation' with 'equanimity' and did not challenge her husband (or other male guardian) in an argument but stayed silent and meek even if she had been wronged.'" Mrs. Chapone, whose conduct books were popular throughout the nineteenth century, states categorically that 'an enraged woman is one of the most disgusting sights in nature'." In Taylor's 1839 revised version, the thirteenth fairy is shown as particularly transgressive. When she arrives, she is identified at a distance by the great noise she makes in the courtyard; dressed like the archetypal witch 'with a black cap on her head, and black shoes on her feet, and a broomstick in her hand', she 'was very angry, and scolded the king and queen very much, and set to work to take her revenge' (Taylor, 28). Crucially, it is not only her behaviour which is seen as reprehensible, but the evil is presented as part of her nature. Wehnert (244) and Cunningham (285) refer to her as explicitly 'evil', Cunningham as 'spiteful' (284) and Paull as 'bad' and 'wicked ' (193) . She is demonised and excluded from the circle of humanity, which she disrupts, while the twelve 'good' fairies are humanised, domesticated and integrated into the private sphere, and shown as having an affinity with the occupations of nineteenth-century femininity. This results in a clear division into good and bad women, which serves as a model to inculcate appropriate behaviour in girls. In addition, the 'bad' fairy acquires attributes which identify her as a social outcast. Comparing this with contemporary texts on the woman question or prostitution, for example, we see that she is described in exactly the same terms as single women, or as prostitutes -both seen to be a great social problem around the mid-century. She is noisy and protesting, which, according to contemporary conduct books, is a sure sign of moral collapse: a woman's complaints about her husband (however justified) were seen as a betrayal, the first step to adultery, which would inevitably lead to prostitution.'^ Furthermore, in popular articles and medical discourse a loud, harsh or hoarse voice was named as one of the marks by which a prostitute could be identified'^ -a matter of great concern in the fifties and sixties when the 'social evil' of prostitution created great anxiety over the possibility that it would infect 'healthy areas'.'* Just as public debate agonised over how streetwalkers could be excluded from contact with decent women, the treatment of the thirteenth fairy in the translations shows concern over how to exclude her polluting influence.
In addition to these general trends, which are articulated in a more or less pronounced way in the eight translations analysed, there are also distinct differences in tone and orientation between the different translators which can be traced to historical context and also to gender. In the following paragraphs I will analyse two translations which exemplify a gender-biased agenda, revealed in the translators' choices and interventions. Taylor's early translations develop a clear antifemale agenda which is read against historical context while Crane's late version shows a submerged protofeminist voice which engages with contemporary debates on femininity.
The German texts certainly showed in their editorial treatment that they responded to social norms of expected gender behaviour. Nevertheless, the role of the KHM as providing evidence for an established German cultural identity in the political endeavour to create a unified German nation state protected the German tales to some extent. Socially and didactically motivated editorial interventions threatened to remove the tales too far from their postulated origin in Nordic myth, which the Grimms saw as proof of an historical German literature. Representations which were grounded in the tales' mythic origin were maintained even if they did not conform to social norms. In the case of 'Dornroschen', this applies specifically to the character of the wise women / fairies, and the depiction of nature. The Kinderund Hausmdrchen are characterised by an organic worldview, where nature, man and woman exist in a state of mythic oneness. In contrast to this, the English texts as a rule establish man as a separate entity, clearly divorced from nature but also separated from woman. My previous discussion of male and female gender roles has already shown how the English translations introduced and maintained separate spheres for men and women. This was particularly evident in the treatment of the fairies whose powerful agency in the German source texts aligned them more closely with the male sphere of work and decision-making. In the translations they are removed into the female sphere, domesticated and identified with nurture and the nursery.
The ideology of separate spheres is enunciated particularly strongly in Taylor's translations. In his 1823 version he had changed the motif where the queen learns about her pregnancy from a crab. In the German text this occurs when the queen is bathing in a natural pond, where the crab, later a frog, shares the water with her. The sexual overtones of this scenario created problems for almost all English translations. In Taylor's rendition, the queen takes a walk by the river instead and a little fish raises its head out of the water to announce her pregnancy, thus protecting her modesty and virtue against any implications of untoward behaviour. In his 1839 revision, Taylor further changed this motif. The queen still takes a walk, but this time the river along which she strolls runs at the bottom of the castle's garden, firmly protected in the private enclosure of the domestic sphere. He also introduces further evidence of her female virtue: this time the little fish lies gasping on dry ground and the queen rescues it by throwing it back into the water. It is this act of charity which motivates the fish's prophecy that the queen shall bear a child. Taylor has rendered this motif in a way which firmly inserts the tale into an established fairytale paradigm: the queen's pregnancy is a reward for a good deed, and by the conventions of the genre this further establishes her as a blameless character.
Taylor's version clearly emphasises marriage; he explicitly states that 'the couple have been married for many years' (27). He stresses that the queen is not attempting to go beyond the boundaries of her married state: this is shown both materially (she stays in the garden, within the confines of the marital home) and symbolically (any suspicions about the pregnancy are precluded by her virtuous act and the grateful animal's reward).
Taylor also stresses the marital couple: in contrast to the German source text where the queen is marginalised once the baby is born, the king and queen in his version are a unit. It is the couple who discuss the celebration, the couple who do not own sufficient numbers of golden plates, the couple who are rebuked by the angry thirteenth fairy. However, while this gives the queen a visibility which she does not enjoy in any of the other translations, this strategy also ensures that responsibility for the fateful further development is to some extent removed from the king. In fact, this exoneration of the king is ensured explicitly in Taylor's treatment of the motif of the invitations to the feast. The invitation is split so that it is the king who invites the harmless friends and relatives but it is the queen who insists that the fairies are invited as well. It is thus the queen who is solely responsible for initiating the actions which will result in her daughter's calamity.
Taylor's intervention has further implications. The queen has been portrayed as a chaste wife and mother, a paragon of feminine virtues, but this positive representation applies only as long as she stays within the parameters of the domestic sphere. The moment she transgresses the boundaries of female responsibilities and ventures to make decisions with far-reaching consequences, her actions are placed in a negative context. Taylor ascribes a positive motivation to the queen's wish to invite the fairies: it is her concern to provide for her daughter, to secure the fairies as powerful patrons. But the outcome of the story proves that this positive wish is misguided, that it leads to disaster and that ultimately the queen needs to be guided by a male to make decisions that go beyond the merely domestic. In addition to the suggestion that it is highly problematic for women to have an opinion of their own because they are incapable of weighing up the consequences of their actions, Taylor's revision also implies that women's speech is dangerous. He gives the queen direct speech to insist on her desire, and, importantly, to oppose the king: 'But the queen said, "I will have the fairies also, that they might be kind and good to our little daughter." ' (28) Read in historical context, this insistence on women's inability to judge what is good for their children, even if their intentions are good, is particularly revealing. At the time of Taylor's revision, women in Britain were subject to their husband's rule. Considered minors by law, they had no legal rights to any possessions, not even money they earned themselves, and even more importantly, they had no legal say in the education of their children nor were they their legal guardians. The position of the father as sole parent and the mother's suitability as guardian had been matters of intense public debate since 1837, two years before Taylor's revised version came out. Caroline Norton was a chaste and virtuous wife who had left her abusive husband out of concern over her children's safety. In her fight for custody of her three sons, she wrote two pamphlets in an attempt to influence public opinion and force a debate in Parliament. While her first pamphlet. The Natural
Claim of a Mother to the Custody of her Child as Affected by Common
Law Right of the Father, did not succeed in swaying opinion sufficiently (the Bill brought by Serjeant Talfourd to change the law of custody was thrown out by the Lords), her second attempt, A Plain Letter, submitted under a male pseudonym, decisively influenced the passing of the Infant Custody Bill in 1839 which gave women charge of their children under the age of seven.'T he queen in Taylor's version is, like Caroline Norton, a deeply conOictual figure. Both Norton and the queen conform to the model of the dutiful wife and mother; nevertheless, both transgress their natural role and take upon themselves responsibilities and decisions outside their sphere. They both intervene with male authority to influence their children's future life -in the case of the queen with disastrous consequences. Given the socialising impetus of fairy tales, Taylor's revision promotes a traditional view of parental responsibilities, querying the suitability of women for a guardian's role. The text's critical attitude to female intervention in the public domain can also be seen in the representation of the fairies, and in particular in the treatment of the 'thirteenth' fairy, which suggests further parallels between Caroline Norton and undesirable female behaviour. Taylor clearly establishes a dichotomy of the good and bad woman, articulated through external attributes and behaviour. The good fairies are dressed 'each with a high red cap on her head, and red shoes with high heels on her feet, and a long white wand in her hand' (28), while the bad fairy arrives with 'a black cap on her head, and black shoes on her feet, and a broomstick in her hand'. Dressed like this, she is unambiguously identified by Taylor as a witch, a representation deeply opposed to that of the German source text editions, which never explicitly identify the thirteenth fairy as bad and continue to call her a 'wise woman' by implication.
All aspects of her behaviour are exaggerated to create a deeply negative portrayal, transgressing all norms of female behaviour:
A great noise was heard in the courtyard, and word was brought that the thirteenth fairy was come, with a black cap on her head, and black shoes on her feet, and a broomstick in her hand: and presently up she came into the dininghall. Now as she had not been asked to the feast she was very angry, and scolded the king and queen very much, and set to work to take her revenge. (28) The thirteenth fairy behaves in direct opposition to what is expected of a good wife, and, of course, she does exactly what Caroline Norton was doing. She generates a lot of noise in the public domain, she is being talked about, and instead of bearing the provocation of being excluded from the feast, she insists on attending. Intruding into an environment where she is not wanted, as Caroline Norton intruded into Parliament with her petitions and into public debate with her actions, she challenges the decision of the king, as Norton challenged the law of the land. Her behaviour and her actions clearly mark her as an outcast, and also prove that ultimately the king's decision to exclude her was the appropriate one after all since she is clearly not fit to participate in polite society. In contrast to this, the good fairies are assimilated into the domestic and female sphere; they form a circle of well-meaning and care, showering the little princess with all the virtues a good girl needs: 'they gathered round in a ring and gave all their best gifts to the little princess. One gave her goodness, another beauty, another riches, and so on till she had all that was good in the world.' (28) Taylor creates a clear dichotomy of acceptable and unacceptable behaviour in women and associates this with generally accepted characteristics for deviancy, thus establishing a strict code of conduct for a good woman. In portraying the protesting woman in terms that link her with prostitution, he articulates an anxiety over the status of single women, which had become a matter of general concern and would become a matter of intense public debate after the Census of 1851 provided statistical evidence of the large proportion of unmarried women. In the 'Woman Question,' as this debate became known in England, unmarried women were referred to as 'odd' women, were treated with pity and contempt and regarded with distrust.'^ Their unmarried state was seen as a problem since it barred them from their role as mothers for which nature and instinct had predestined them. Unable to fulfil this role, they were seen as unnatural and deviant and a danger to stable society.'Î n contrast to Taylor's repressive script where even the good woman (the queen) is in danger of straying into unnatural territory (when she insists on inviting the fairies), Lucy Crane's late nineteenth-century translation inserts meanings which reverse the trends established by most previous translations, offering a gender dynamic which is supportive of female roles and critical of male roles. Unusually, Crane does not introduce any changes or translation choices which align female roles in the story in conformity to models of propriety. Her version is unconcerned with the sexual implications of the bathing scene which troubled other translators and she even endows the princess with the gift of 'cleverness,' a quality universally understood to be an unattractive and even unnatural attribute; for the conduct book writer Dinah Craik, for example, a clever woman 'is not properly a woman'.'* In contrast to the pervasive belief that cleverness is an obstacle to romance -'Man is wisely averse to "cleverness" in a woman,' declares one of the characters in a popular late nineteenth-century novel by Mary Cholmondeley -in Crane's version, it is precisely this characteristic in the princess that appears to cause her to be loved spontaneously by everybody.'Ĝ This is a good example of Crane's technique in producing a femaleoriented version. Unlike Taylor, who added, removed and rewrote whole passages. Crane's strategies are less dismissive of the source text and far subtler. In the example above. Crane introduces 'clever' in an attempt to render the full meaning of the German verstandig, which means both 'kind' and 'clever' in German. Other translators had chosen to restrict themselves to only one of the two meanings, and left out the quality with negative connotations. Similarly, Crane's decision to translate the German princess's name ^Dornroschen' (literally 'Little Thorn Rose') as 'Rosamond' (206) confers upon her an individuality which is further substantiated when Crane's text also minimises those descriptions of the princess which foreground her as a relational being: she refuses to translate Konigstochter as 'king's daughter', opting for 'princess' (204) instead, but has no problem with rendering Konigssohn as 'king's son' (206). Crane also takes care to minimise the suggestion that beauty is a fundamental attribute in winning love when she restructures and summarises the paragraph where the prince finds her in such a way that the link between her beauty and his compulsion to kiss her is weakened. And finally, it is not the king who gives the princess's hand in marriage (as in Paull's version of 1872) or the prince who marries the princess as all other versions depict the happy end; Crane's version foregrounds a ceremony in which both partners are equally involved when they marry each other. 'Then the wedding of the Prince and Rosamond was held' (207). A similar interest in establishing comparability, if perhaps not full equality, between the sexes can be seen in the way that Crane frames the description of the prince and princess finding the little chamber in the tower.
Unusually, Crane expands on the German source text to introduce a description of the prince climbing the stairs, which is phrased in such a way that it mirrors the experience of the princess. Establishing such a parallel between the prince and princess signals a similarity in male and female experience which is in stark contrast to the prevailing ideal of a complementarity of the sexes. The ideology of separate spheres rested on an understanding of a fundamental qualitative difference between the sexes formulated in terms of inherently different characteristics and a biological disposition that suited men and women to different tasks.^° This sexual differentiation had found its most enduring symbolisation in Coventry Patmore's popular poems in The Angel in the House (1854-63) and was articulated by John Ruskin in his popular lecture series, 'Of Queen's Gardens' (1865):
The man's power is active, progressive, defensive. He is eminently the doer, the creator, the discoverer, the defender. His intellect is for speculation and invention: his energy for adventure, for war, and for conquest, wherever war is just, wherever conquest necessary. But the woman's power is for rule, not for battle, -and her intellect is not for invention or creation, but for sweet ordering, arrangement, and decision. She sees the qualities of things, their claims and their places. Her great function is Praise: she enters into no contest, but infallibly judges the crown of contest. (136-6)^' Patmore's and Ruskin's terminology of domestic angels and queenly gardens influenced the representation of an ideal of femininity in all spheres of public and artistic expression and also found its way into contemporary adaptations of the fairy tale of Sleeping Beauty in literature and art. Particularly important for Crane's translation is a series of paintings by the Pre-Raphaelite Edward Burne-Jones, which provide an interesting foil for an analysis of Crane's translation choices. Burne-Jones's 'Briar Rose' series contains four images, two of which are fairly conventional choices of the prince passing through the hedge and the princess lying asleep. Crucially, the two remaining scenes are dedicated to a depiction of the male and female domain. The king is shown, alone and surrounded by councillors, on his throne in 'The Council Room', while 'The Garden Court' shows the female sphere. Accompanying verses by William Morris convey the separation of men and women in their tasks as well:
The Council Room (10) The Garden Court (11) The threat of war, the hope of peace The maiden pleasance of the land The Kingdom's peril and increase.
Knoweth no stir of voice or hand. Sleep on, and bide the latter day No cup the sleeping waters fill. When fate shall take her chains away.
The restless shuttle lieth still.^Î n contrast to such a clearly articulated separation of the male and female, where Burne-Jones's king is interrupted in affairs of state by the sudden onset of sleep, still holding important papers in his hand and surrounded by his councillors. Crane's version includes the Queen in the council chamber. While this is partly due to the source text where the king and queen are surprised by the enchantment just as they had entered the throne chamber, nevertheless we have here again a subtle shift in which translation choices further emphasise connection and parity of status between the sexes rather than separation and differentiation. In the German text, the prince finds the king and queen 'lying asleep up by the throne' {und oben bei dem Throne lag der Konig und die Konigin, 260); Crane translates this in the plural as 'on their thrones, slept the king and the queen,' (206) giving the queen her own throne and thus signalling her inclusion and participation in matters of the throne room rather than her exclusion to the sweet affairs of the garden court of female company.
Textual changes in the treatment of the king and queen further support an agenda that favours connection rather than separation of the sexes. Problematic decisions and actions taken by the couple together are rendered in a way which minimises negative connotations while those actions which are taken by the king alone are more negatively inflected. The fact that the king and queen leave their child alone on precisely the day when the curse is supposed to strike had proved problematic for all translators and Crane is not alone in mitigating the parents' responsibility for their apparent lack of care. In Crane's rendering, the parents leave/her alone after the dangerous day has passed and are thus absolved of any fault. In addition. Crane's translation of their absence avoids the possible negative associations of 'not being at home' by choosing the vaguer description that they 'rode abroad.' She also suggests that the parents had returned home for some time before the curse struck and were thus, in fact, present at the fateful moment (in the German, they enter the great hall just when the curse strikes). The German text gives a fairly neutral, and inevitable, reason why one of the fairies was not invited: the king only had twelve golden plates. Crane's decision to translate the German hatte (had) as 'had provided' (204) identifies the king as responsible -the insufficient number of plates is the result of the king's decision, he could have 'provided' more. This shift towards foregrounding the king's culpability in bringing about the curse on his child is further reinforced in Crane's translation choices in the phrase which names the consequences of the lack of plates. In the German, this is again rendered as an inevitable situation, almost as fateful: so mufite eine von ihnen daheimbleiben ('therefore one of them had to stay at home', 257). Crane's translation of this -'one had to be left out' (204) -moves away from the inevitability of the German and suggests human agency and preference in the lexical choice of 'leaving somebody out'. A sense of wrong-doing, which is entirely absent in the German, is further introduced when Crane adds the qualifying conjunction 'however' to link the passage describing the lack of plates with the celebration going ahead (204). This suggests an awareness that perhaps the feast should not have been celebrated under the circumstances. And the expectation of retribution for the king's decision to exclude one of the fairies is confirmed by a range of very small changes in the description of the fairy's arrival at the celebration. Crane drops any qualifiers which suggest surprise at the fairy's appearance, instead creating a sense of logic and presenting the curse as an expected outcome of the slight: Such textual moves which reinforce the king's guilt and exonerate to some extent the fairy's curse are in stark contrast to all other English translations which had instead taken care to exonerate the king and create a representation of the fairy as witch. ^T hus, while it is the single woman who is suspect in Taylor's translation, Crane's text establishes the single, autocratic, decisionmaking male as the problem. Read against Burne-Jones's series of paintings with their iconic representation of separate spheres. Crane's translation questions the value of such an ideology and posits connection rather than difference as the ideal.
NOTES

